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Starfish Vocabulary
Assign: specifying a Support Network member as manager of a flag
Clearing: removing a previously raised tracking item
Closing the Loop: message sent to the person who raised a tracking item by the person who “cleared” it
Comments: notes specifically attached to a tracking item (Notes are typically sent to students in Starfishgenerated messages)
Course Context: the course for which a tracking item is raised
Due Dates: assigned by the person raising the flag, indicates date by which flag should be resolved
Email: communications initiated within Starfish that use external email service
Flag: tracking item in Starfish generated by faculty/staff that notes a student concern
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Kudos: tracking item in Starfish generated by faculty/staff that praises student work/effort
Message: communications housed entirely within Starfish
Notes: generated by faculty/staff/students and housed entirely within Starfish (DISCLAIMER: most notes are
visible to students, but all are accessible through reporting. Notes should be composed with this in
mind.)
Raiser: the person who generates a tracking item, either individually or via a Progress Survey
Success Network: offices and individuals at MVCC who offer support services to the student—specifically
those using Starfish
Tracking Item: any item or notification in Starfish—Flags and Kudos are tracking items

FLAGS
Attendance Concern
Raise this when a student isn’t attending class regularly.
Settings:
-Comments Required (Remember: Comments Are Sent to Students)
-Due Dates Allowed
-Course Context Required
Permissions:
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Email to the Student:

Suggested Notes:
-Specific information regarding number and frequency of absences
-Information on attempts to contact the student
-Referrals or suggestions made to student (be mindful of student’s privacy)
-Possible options/strategies to resolve the flag
-Information that may have future impact on the student
-Any agreements the instructor and student have settled upon
Suggested Reasons for Clearing the Flag:
-Instructor changes absences to excused
-Student has exceeded number of allowed absences per syllabus
-Instructor and student come to an agreement
-Support Network member meets with student and reviews options/strategies
-Student has not responded to 4 outreach attempts
-Student is no longer at risk, has withdrawn, has secured an incomplete, or has failed

General Concern
Raise this when there is no specific flag for a concern—primarily for nonacademic issues
DO NOT USE if concern needs time sensitive response or is a non-Starfish emergency.
Contact appropriate services as needed.
Settings:
-Comments Required (Remember: Comments Are Sent to Students)
-Course Context is Optional
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Permissions:

Email to the Student:

Nota bene:
** Be mindful of the student’s privacy. This Flag and its notes are visible to the student and select other members
of his or her Support Network. **
Suggested Notes:
-Specific nature of the concern
-Whether the student is comfortable with the concern being shared beyond instructor/coach
-Information on attempts to contact the student
-What has been discussed with the student, and possible options/strategies to resolve the flag
-Referrals or suggestions made to student (be mindful of student’s privacy)
-Information that may have future impact on the student
-Any agreements the instructor and student have settled upon
Suggested Reasons for Clearing the Flag:
-Instructor has seen improvement
-The concern has been resolved or passed
-Instructor and student come to an agreement
-Support Network member meets with student and reviews options/strategies
-Student has not responded to 4 outreach attempts
-Student is no longer at risk, has withdrawn, has secured an incomplete, or has failed
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In Danger of Failing
Raise this when a student is in danger of failing a course
Settings:
-Comments Required (Remember: Comments Are Sent to Students)
-Due Dates Allowed
-Course Context Required
Permissions:

Email to the Student:

Suggested Notes:
-Whether the student can mathematically pull the grade into passing range or not
-What the student can do to catch up (if possible)
-Information on attempts to contact the student
-Documentation of a situation that may have future impact on the student
-Referrals made to student (be mindful of student’s privacy)
-What has been discussed with the student, and possible options/strategies to resolve the flag
-Any agreement the instructor and student have settled upon
Suggested Reasons for Clearing the Flag:
-Instructor has seen improvement
-Student has improved on quizzes/tests
-The concern has been resolved or passed
-Instructor and student come to an agreement
-Support Network member meets with student and reviews options/strategies
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-Student has not responded to 4 outreach attempts
-Student is no longer at risk, has withdrawn, has secured an incomplete, or has failed

In Need of Tutoring
Raise this to recommend additional academic support
Settings:
-Comments Optional (Remember: Comments Are Sent to Students)
-Due Dates Allowed
-Course Context Required
Permissions:

Email to the Student:

Suggested Notes:
-Whether there is specific material the student needs help with
-Skills the student could use help developing
-Conditions that might end the need for tutoring
-Office hour visits made or not made by the student
-Referrals made to student (be mindful of student’s privacy)
-What has been discussed with the student, and possible options/strategies to resolve the flag
-Any agreement the instructor and student have settled upon
Suggested Reasons for Clearing the Flag:
-Instructor has seen improvement
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-Instructor and student come to an agreement
-Support Network member meets with student and reviews options/strategies
-Student has not responded to 4 outreach attempts
-Student is no longer at risk, has withdrawn, has secured an incomplete, or has failed

Not Meeting Requirements/Completing Assignments
Raise this when a student is not meeting/completing the requirements in
a course’s syllabus
Settings:
-Comments Required (Remember: Comments Are Sent to Students)
-Due Dates Allowed
-Course Context Required
Permissions:

Email to the Student:

Suggested Notes:
-Specific assignments/requirements not met
-How failing to meet requirements affects grades per syllabus
-What the student can do to catch up (if possible)
-Information on attempts to contact the student
-Documentation of a situation that may have future impact on the student
-Referrals made to student (be mindful of student’s privacy)
-What has been discussed with the student, and possible options/strategies to resolve the flag
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-Any agreement the instructor and student have settled upon
Suggested Reasons for Clearing the Flag:
-Instructor sees improvement
-Instructor and student come to an agreement
-Support Network member meets with student and reviews options/strategies
-Student has not responded to 4 outreach attempts
-Student is no longer at risk, has withdrawn, has secured an incomplete, or has failed

No Show
Raise this when a student has never attended class but is still on the
roster
Settings:
-Comments Optional (Remember: Comments Are Sent to Students)
-Due Dates Allowed
-Course Context Required
Permissions:

Email to the Student:

Suggested Notes:
-Dates and method of taking attendance
-Any information on contact with the student
-Prior interactions with the student
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Suggested Reasons for Clearing the Flag:
-Instructor changes absences to excused
-Student has exceeded number of allowed absences per syllabus
-Instructor and student come to an agreement
-Support Network member meets with student and reviews options/strategies
-Student has not responded to 4 outreach attempts
-Student is no longer at risk, has withdrawn, has secured an incomplete, or has failed

Preparedness
Raise this for a student who is missing materials/books or is otherwise
unprepared to attend and participate in classes.
Settings:
-Comments Required (Remember: Comments Are Sent to Students)
-Due Dates Allowed
-Course Context Required
Permissions:

Email to the Student:

Suggested Notes:
-Specific materials or skills student is lacking
-Information on prior contact with the student
-What has been discussed with the student, and possible options/strategies to resolve the flag
-Any prior agreements the instructor and student have settled upon
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-Referrals made to student (be mindful of student’s privacy)
Suggested Reasons for Clearing the Flag:
-Instructor has seen improvement
-Instructor and student come to an agreement
-Support Network member meets with student and reviews options/strategies
-Student has not responded to 4 outreach attempts
-Student is no longer at risk, has withdrawn, has secured an incomplete, or has failed

KUDOS
Grades Are Starting to Improve
Raise this to encourage students who are improving but still
need work
Settings:
-Comments Optional (Remember: Comments Are Sent to Students)
-Course Context Required
Permissions:

Email to the Student:

Suggested Notes:
-Specific student behaviors that have improved
-Specific areas where student needs to continue to improve
-Specific grades/examples of improved assignments
-Comparison to previous work
Suggested Reason for Clearing:
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-Kudos is no longer applicable
-Kudos are cleared at the end of each semester by Completion Coaches

Great Participation
Raise this to commend and encourage a student’s participation in class
Settings:
-Comments Optional (Remember: Comments Are Sent to Students)
-Course Context Required
Permissions:

Email to the Student:

Suggested Notes:
-Specific instances of participation
-Explanation of how student contribution helps the class
-Advice for improving/increasing participation
Suggested Reason for Clearing:
-Kudos is no longer applicable
-Kudos are cleared at the end of each semester by Completion Coaches
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Your Extra Efforts Show
Raise this to encourage a student who is hard working and dedicated
but can still improve.
Settings:
-Comments Optional (Remember: Comments Are Sent to Students)
-Course Context Required
Permissions:

Email to the Student:

Suggested Notes:
-Specific examples of hard work
-Example of hard work positively affecting grades
-Suggestions to keep momentum going
-Advise to the student to take advantage of other resources (office hours, the Learning Commons)
Suggested Reason for Clearing:
-Kudos is no longer applicable
-Kudos are cleared at the end of each semester by Completion Coaches
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